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Other Recent Decisions

DISABILITY BENEFITS

Melech v. Life Insurance Company  
of North America
The plaintiff was covered under a long-term dis-
ability (LTD) policy sponsored by the defendant 
employer and issued and administered by the 
defendant administrator. The plaintiff stopped 
working in 2007 because of degenerative disc 
disease and applied for disability benefits under 
the plan. At the administrator’s direction, the 
plaintiff also applied for Social Security Disabil-
ity Insurance (SSDI) benefits. The plan required 
LTD claimants to also apply for SSDI benefits. It 
provides that the administrator is allowed to re-
duce any benefits it pays by the amount of SSDI 
received by the claimant. The administrator con-
sidered the plaintiff ’s application for benefits and 
ultimately denied her request. The plaintiff ap-
pealed the denial and then received notice that 
she had been awarded SSDI benefits. The plaintiff 
informed the administrator of her SSDI award, 
but the administrator did not ask to review any of 
the additional evidence generated in the review 
process for SSDI benefits. The administrator af-
firmed its denial, and the plaintiff initiated this 
action. The district court upheld the administra-
tor’s decision after reviewing only the evidence in 
the administrative record, which did not include 
the additional evidence from the SSDI review. 
The plaintiff filed this appeal contending that the 
administrator had an obligation to evaluate the 
information from the SSDI determination and, 
therefore, its denial of benefits was arbitrary and 
capricious. The administrator maintains that it 
only had an obligation to consider the informa-
tion from the SSDI determination if the plaintiff 
had submitted it while her claim was pending. 
The court considers whether the administrator 
was free to ignore the results of the SSDI determi-
nation once it initially determined that the plain-
tiff had not provided enough evidence to support 
her claim for benefits under the policy. The court 
concludes that the administrator’s treatment of 

the SSDI information and process was “inter-
nally inconsistent” with its method of evaluating 
claims. The court finds that the administrator 
“is not free to selectively use evidence” once it 
no longer had a financial stake in the outcome 
of the SSDI determination. The court concludes 
that the administrator’s process creates “proce-
dural unfairness” and finds that the administra-
tor’s “treatment of [Plaintiff ’s SSDI] application is 
inconsistent with the fundamental requirement 
that an administrator’s decision to deny benefits 
must be based on a complete administrative re-
cord that is the product of a fair claim-evaluation 
process.” The court notes that the administrator 
may be able to draw a “principled distinction” 
between its determination under the policy and 
the SSDI determination but finds that remand is 
necessary for the administrator to consider the 
full record. No. 12-14999 (11th Cir. Jan. 6, 2014). 

DISABILITY BENEFITS

Nugent v. Aetna Life Insurance Company
The plaintiff was a participant in a long-term dis-
ability (LTD) plan available through her employ-
er and administered by the defendant claims ad-
ministrator. The plaintiff filed a claim for benefits 
during treatment for cancer and was approved 
initially for benefits. The plaintiff also applied for 
Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) bene-
fits and was approved. After the plaintiff ’s cancer 
was in remission, the defendant determined that 
she was no longer disabled and terminated her 
benefits under the plan. The plaintiff exhausted 
her administrative appeals and initiated this ac-
tion. The district court upheld the defendant’s 
decision. The court reviews the defendant’s deci-
sion under the arbitrary and capricious standard 
of review as the plan grants the defendant dis-
cretionary authority to determine eligibility for 
benefits. The plaintiff challenges the defendant’s 
treatment of her award of SSDI benefit. She con-
tends that the defendant should have given more 
deference to the determination since the defini-
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tion of disability applied by the Social Security Administra-
tion (SSA) is arguably more stringent than the definition 
of disability in the plan. The court finds, however, that the 
defendant is not required to give any special deference to 
SSA’s decision. The court notes that the defendant discussed 
the SSA determination and, therefore, its decision “is not 
procedurally unreasonable.” The court also notes that the 
defendant’s decision denying benefits was based on updated 
medical information, in contrast to the SSA award of ben-
efits. Accordingly, given the change in the plaintiff ’s condi-
tion, the court finds no error in the defendant’s decision to 
terminate benefits. No. 13-30795 (5th Cir. Jan. 3, 2014). 

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

Colvin v. United Flooring, Inc. 
The defendant company was a participating employer in the 
plaintiff multiemployer pension plan and was required to 
make contributions to the plan on behalf of its employees. 
The applicable collective bargaining agreement (CBA) per-
mitted the plan to perform payroll and related record audits 
to determine if the company’s monthly reporting forms cor-
rectly reflected the amount of fringe benefit contributions 
and deductions that were owed for the reported month and 
if the actual payments were correct. The plan audited the 
defendant for the period of January 1, 2002 through De-
cember 31, 2004 and found the defendant owing delinquent 

contributions. The defendant did not pay the contributions 
upon request, and the plan filed this action. The defendant 
contends that the plan’s claim is time-barred under the ap-
plicable six-year statute of limitations and seeks to have the 
plan’s claim dismissed. After finding that the state’s statute 
of limitations for contract disputes is applicable, the court 
considers the parties’ dispute as to when the statute of limi-
tations began to run. The plan maintains that the statute of 
limitations did not begin until it discovered the delinquent 
contributions on audit. The defendant, however, contends 
that the statute of limitations began to run when it failed to 
make its contributions and, therefore, more than six years 
had elapsed between the failure and the filing of this law-
suit. Ultimately, the court finds that the statute of limita-
tions did not begin until the plan discovered the unpaid 
contributions. The court notes that the defendant has not 
presented evidence that it submitted evidence to the plan 
that would have put the plan on notice of the unpaid con-
tributions. Moreover, the court notes that the defendant has 
not explained why the plan would have been on notice ear-
lier. The court also notes that there is no evidence that the 
plan unreasonably delayed its audit. Accordingly, the court 
finds that the statute of limitations began to run when the 
audit was conducted and, therefore, the plan’s action has 
been filed within the statute of limitations. No. 2:10-cv-
00210-APR (N.D.IN. Jan. 15, 2014).  

ously issued FAQs through plan years ending on or before 
December 31, 2016.

Wellness Programs
Following the June 2013 release of final regulations on ACA 

nondiscriminatory wellness program implementation, the 
FAQs addressed the increase in permissible maximum rewards 
under health-contingent wellness programs to 30% (50% for 
programs designed to prevent or reduce tobacco use). Under 
the FAQs, if a participant in a group health plan declines the 

chance to avoid a “tobacco premium surcharge” by enrolling in 
a smoking-cessation program at the beginning of a plan year, 
the plan is not required to offer the participant the discount if 
he or she decides to join the program in the middle of the year.

Plans and issuers may modify the model language that 
is provided in the final regulations that communicates the 
availability of a reasonable alternative standard, provided 
that the notice includes the required content as set out in the 
final regulations. 

The FAQs also addressed fixed indemnity insurance and 
the effect of ACA on the Paul Wellstone and Pete Domenici 
Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act of 2008.

The FAQs are available at www.dol.gov/ebsa/pdf/ 
faq-aca18.pdf.  
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